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ccording to a recent 

survey, industry 

contractors who use

Bonded-Pair cables experience

fewer performance failures, 

resulting in less time spent 

troubleshooting and less re-work.

The result is an efficient, 

cost-effective installation.

Cable can kink as it comes off

the reel plus it can be pulled and

bent around corners and tight

spaces in the pathway between

the telecommunications closet and

the workstation. These stresses

significantly impact the cable’s

performance, even when the

installation is relatively simple.

Additional stress is put on the

cable during termination. After the

cable has been routed through

the pathway to the various 

termination points, more stresses

are applied when removing 

the outer jacket, separating the

twisted pairs and terminating 

the individual conductors on 

a connectors’ IDCs.

All of these installation factors can

change the physical properties

of the cable, which in turn can

degrade the cable’s electrical

performance. To ensure that the

cable performs not only on the

reel but, more importantly, after

installation, it is critical to main-

tain the physical integrity of the

cable throughout the installation.

Cable performance, in turn, 

can affect profitability on the 

job. Cable that fails performance

tests must be fixed or replaced,

which costs contractors both

time and money.

Evaluating an Installation

To properly evaluate the time

and costs involved in providing

an end-user with a cable run

that passes industry standards,

contractors must consider not

only the cost of the cable, but 

all of the following elements:

■ Installation labor rate

■ Type of failures

■ Average time to identify,
locate and correct each 
type of failure

■ Average number of failures
based upon a set number 
of drops.

For a given installation, the first

three factors listed above are

known or relatively fixed. The

fourth element is the unknown

factor as it relates to the number

or amount of failures (and 

therefore the amount of time

and costs associated with fixing

these failures) when utilizing

either a Bonded-Pair cable or 

an unbonded-pair cable. The 

relevant performance standard

and the ability of the cable to

withstand the normal stresses 

of installation tend to dictate 

this variable, so (as the survey

shows) Bonded-Pair cables

have a distinct after-installation

time/cost advantage. 

The Survey

Belden® surveyed a large 

number of contractors 

nationwide regarding their 

experiences using both 

Bonded-Pair cables and

unbonded-pair cables. 

The results showed a 

significant advantage in 

using Bonded-Pair cables.

The differences became evident

after installation when field-

testing was conducted to verify

compliance with industry 

standards, both proposed

Category 6 and Category 5e.

When testing a cabling run, 

the main electrical failures that

can be attributed to the cable 

or installation are near-end

crosstalk (NEXT), return loss

(RL), and attenuation. The 

contractors surveyed were

asked how much time they

would associate with identifying, 

locating and correcting problems

if each of these types of failures

should occur. Average times 

for correcting failures are 

shown in Table A.
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Contractor Field-Testing Survey
Reveals Performance-Related Cost
Savings Using Bonded-Pair Cables

A

Contractors report 

significant time and cost

savings when installing

Bonded-Pair cables 

(vs. unbonded-pairs).

Bonded-Pair cables 

maintain their 

physical integrity — 

and therefore their 

electrical performance —

even when subjected 

to the stresses of 

installation. To the 

contractor this means 

less troubleshooting 

and re-work. 



The survey results showed that

the average number of failures

an installer experiences onsite

is influenced by both the type of

cable being installed and the

performance standard each

drop is measured against. For

example, due to more stringent

electrical requirements, installers,

on average, experience more

NEXT failures on a proposed

Category 6 install than a

Category 5e install.

For this survey, the contractors

were asked, “For a given 100

drops of proposed Category 6

cabling, on average, how many

failures for each of the electrical

attributes do you initially 

experience using unbonded-

pair cables versus Belden’s 

Bonded-Pair cables?” As shown

in Table B, contractors reported

significantly fewer failures using

Bonded-Pair cables.

Using the average time to 

correct failures provided by the

contractors yields the amount 

of time (per 100 drops) required

to fix failures. As shown in 

Table C, about one-third of the

time is expended when Bonded-

Pair cables are used.

To calculate the cost of identifying

and correcting each electrical

failure per 100 drops, an average

labor rate for networking cable

installers of $45 per hour was

chosen. This is generally regarded

as a conservative figure; in many

areas, this rate may be signifi-

cantly higher. Using this labor

rate and the values established

in Table C, the cost associated

with fixing the electrical failures

per 100 drops can be determined.

As shown in Table D, the 

contractors indicate the need 

for less troubleshooting when

installing Bonded-Pair proposed

Category 6 cables vs. unbonded-

pair proposed Category 6 

cables — which equate to a 

cost savings of $203.78 per 

100 drops. More to the point,

the $203.78 cost savings and

the $45 per hour labor rate can

be used to calculate a value that

all contractors can easily relate

to: Belden Bonded-Pair cables

take less time to install when the

total installation is taken into

account. In fact, Bonded-Pair

cables show a time savings of

more than 2.5 minutes per drop!

The same questions were 

asked of contractors regarding

Category 5e installations using

Bonded-Pair and unbonded-pair

cables. The results are shown in

Tables E, F and G. Similar to

proposed Category 6 cables,

Bonded-Pair Category 5e

cables demonstrate a significant

overall time and cost savings

over unbonded-pair Category 

5e cables.
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For proposed Category 6

installations, the contractors

reported that use of 

Belden® Bonded-Pair 

cables resulted in a time 

savings of more than 

2.5 minutes per drop 

(vs. unbonded-pair cables). 

Average Time to Correct Failure

Type of Failure Minutes

NEXT 17.60

Return Loss 22.53

Attenuation 52.79 

Table A

Survey Results for Proposed Category 6 Cables

Table B — Number of Failures per 100 Drops

Type of Failure Unbonded-Pair Cable Bonded-Pair Cable 

NEXT 4.65 1.56 

Return Loss 5.06 1.72 

Attenuation 4.41 1.72 

Total 14.12 5.00 

Table C — Time Required to Fix Failures per 100 Drops

Type of Failure Unbonded-Pair Cable Bonded-Pair Cable 

NEXT 81.77 27.49 

Return Loss 113.97 38.72 

Attenuation 232.92 90.74 

Total 428.66 156.95 

Table D — Cost to Fix Failures per 100 Drops

Type of Failure Unbonded-Pair Bonded-Pair Savings with
Cable Cable Bonded-Pair Cable

NEXT $61.32 $20.62 $40.70 

Return Loss $85.48 $29.04 $56.44 

Attenuation $174.69 $68.05 $106.64 

Total $321.49 $117.71 $203.78
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For proposed Category 6

installations, the contractor

survey showed a cost 

savings of $203.78 per 

100 drops when using

Bonded-Pair cables vs.

unbonded-pair cables.

The Bonded-Pair Advantage

Why is there such a difference

in time and money associated

with installing Bonded-Pair

cables compared to unbonded-

pair cables? The answer lies in

the technology inherent in the

Bonded-Pair design. 

A twisted pair is comprised of

two insulated conductors. The

center-to-center distance of the

copper within the two conductors

of the pair, or its centricity, is a

key parameter that influences

the pairs’ electrical performance

(see Figure 1). Ideally, this 

distance should remain fixed

and stable along the length of

the twisted pair. Installation 

and termination of cable 

disturbs this relationship and

therefore also affects the cable’s

electrical performance. The

slightest manipulation of an

unbonded-pair can cause gaps

between the two conductors 

of the pair.

Even minor disturbances in the

spacing can have a significant

impact on the electrical perfor-

mance, particularly impedance,

return loss and crosstalk. Since

the two conductors of a Bonded-

Pair cable are bonded together,

gaps cannot form in between

the conductors. The physical

integrity of the pair is maintained,

resulting in consistent electrical

performance. 

The stresses of even a routine

installation will change the 

physical structure of an unbonded-

pair cable. When cables are

pulled through ceilings, the

majority of the pulling force is

distributed to the pairs of the

cable. The pairs must withstand

this force despite being tugged

around bends and corners —

while, ideally, maintaining a 

consistent centricity. Furthermore,

any kink in the cable also

changes the relationship of the

conductors of a pair. For these

reasons, the electrical properties

of an unbonded-pair cable can

degrade from its “on-the-reel”

performance after installation

(see Figure 2).

In comparison, because of the

robust design of Bonded-Pair

cables, concerns about pulling

tensions and bend radius are

virtually eliminated. Bonded-Pair

cables boast significantly higher

maximum pulling tensions 

and tighter bend radii over the

recommended guidelines to

accommodate real-world 

installation issues. Thus, the

Survey Results for Category 5e Cables

Table E — Number of Failures per 100 Drops

Type of Failure Unbonded-Pair Cable Bonded-Pair Cable 

NEXT 2.58 1.08 

Return Loss 2.47 0.95 

Attenuation 2.63 0.95 

Total 7.68 2.98 

Table F — Time Required to Fix Failures per 100 Drops

Type of Failure Unbonded-Pair Cable Bonded-Pair Cable 

NEXT 45.31 18.91 

Return Loss 55.73 21.34 

Attenuation 138.93 50.02 

Total 239.97 90.27 

Table G — Cost to Fix Failures per 100 Drops

Type of Failure Unbonded-Pair Bonded-Pair Savings with
Cable Cable Bonded-Pair Cable

NEXT $33.98 $14.19 $19.79 

Return Loss $41.81 $16.01 $25.79 

Attenuation $104.20 $37.51 $66.69 

Total $179.99 $67.71 $112.27 

Figure 1: The distance 
between the conductors, or 
the conductor-to-conductor 
centricity, should remain 
fixed and stable along the
length of the twisted pair.

Unbonded Pair

Bonded Pair
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The survey results show

that contractors should

consider the entire cost 

of the installation when

choosing a cable to bid 

for a project. When 

troubleshooting and 

re-work are taken into

account, Bonded-Pair

cables provide 

significant time and 

cost savings over 

unbonded-pair cables.
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post-installation electrical 

performance of Bonded-Pair

cables experiences little change

from its on-the-reel performance.

Terminating a cable onto 

a connector also involves a 

significant amount of cable

manipulation and is another

area where Bonded-Pair tech-

nology maintains performance.

The jacket of the cable is removed

and the pairs are configured for

termination. TIA/EIA standards

require that pair untwist be kept

to under 1/2″ at the termination

point; however, when an

unbonded-pair cable is terminated

either into a modular jack or a

110-punch down block, the pairs

have a tendency to untwist

beyond the point of termination.

Even if the 1/2″ rule is followed,

unintentional separation of the

conductors occurs, again

changing the physical makeup

of the pair and, therefore, the

electrical performance. This

phenomenon does not occur

with Bonded-Pair cables; because

the conductors are bonded

together, they cannot separate

more than the installer intends.

Conclusion

When initially testing an

installed cabling run, it is not

uncommon to encounter failures

to the electrical performance

requirements. These failures

may be the result of actual 

failing cable, or they may be the

result of problems associated

with the installation. Even when

the recommended installation

guidelines are followed, electrical

problems can still arise because

of the sensitive nature of

unbonded-pair cable. The

method to correct these failures

varies. For the cabling run in

question, the cable may need 

to be re-terminated or new 

cable may need to be installed.

Whatever the method, it costs

contractors time and money to

locate, identify and correct 

these failures. 

Because Bonded-Pair cables

are more resistant to the effects

of installation and termination,

fewer failures are encountered

compared to unbonded-pair

cables. Drops using Bonded-

Pair cables are more likely to

pass the first time, substantially

decreasing the need for costly

troubleshooting. 

The time associated with check-

ing cabling runs is not always

factored into the quote for a

cable bid. Troubleshooting and

repair can cost hundreds of 

dollars and account for hours 

of wasted time. The survey 

indicates that Bonded-Pair

cables can significantly reduce

time and costs associated with

inspecting drops by more than

60% for both Category 5e and

proposed Category 6 installs.

In summary, when choosing 

a cable to bid for a project, 

contractors should take care 

to consider the entire cost of 

the installation. When trouble-

shooting and reliable electrical

performance are taken into

account, Belden’s Bonded-Pair

cables can provide significant

time and cost savings over

unbonded-pair cables.

Figure 2: The slightest manipulation of an unbonded-pair (left), can cause gaps between the conductors 
of the pair and impair electrical performance. Gaps cannot form between the conductors in a Bonded-Pair
(right), resulting in consistent electrical performance.

Loss of centricity caused by 
gaps in an unbonded-pair.

A Bonded-Pair can be manipulated without causing 
performance-robbing gaps between the pairs.

Unbonded-Pair Bonded-Pair


